
Minutes from the Darien Parks and Recreation Committee 

December 15, 2020 

 

The virtual meeting was called to order at 7:32 with 12 of 14 members in 
attendance.  The following Parks and Recreation Committee members in attendance 
were: Sarah Baldwin; Kara Bohnsack; Patti Bumgardner; Adele Conniff; Diane 
Conologue; Andy Millar; Sue-Ellen Mitchell; Cheryl Russell; Sandy Savage; Sheila 
Sherwood; Shannon Silsby; and Bill Van Loan.  Those absent were: Lindsay Kelly and 
Christopher Taylor. 

 

There was a motion by Diane Conologue to approve the minutes of September 14, 
2020 and it was seconded by Cheryl Russell.   A committee member wanted the 
September 14, 2020 minutes corrected in two areas.  In the third paragraph the 
sentence should read “ The STEAP Grant application is an application for $92,000 to 
fund landscaping for areas near the parking lot and along the walking trail, including 
the installation of a Pollinator Pathway at Highland Farm. 

In paragraph eleven regarding the basketball court at Cherry Lawn Park the 
corrected sentence should read “The BOS allotted $15,000 for the installation of a 
new basketball court and $5,000 has been donated from a neighbor with an 
additional $5,000 as needed. 

The discussion opened regarding the Parks and Recreation budget.  The budget was 
revised from the November Commission meeting as the BOF looked at reducing the 
number of reserves in the Capital budget.  Recurring items such as trees and are 
equipment is now in the regular budget.  It was noted that there was a need for 
more transparency for projects. 

 

The discussion of the Operating budget highlighted the increase due to an added 
beach patrol monitor, AED equipment, geese control and concession maintenance 
and repair at Weed and Pear Tree Beaches.  It was noted that when the Parks and 
Recreation Commission makes their decision that it would be helpful to have Pam 
Gery come and address the Parks and Recreation Committee.  A committee member 
noted that seasonal and temporary salary appears four times in the budget but it 
was explained that those are different positions with some staff at the office and 
some staff at the beach. 

Discussion then turned to the geese problem at Tilley Park with many neighbors 
noting that the geese had spilled over onto their properties making it unsanitary for 
their children to play.  Geese have been a constant problem at Tilley with several 
strategies tried over the years.   



Another member wanted to address the problem of the Pear Tree Beach Bathhouse 
and asked if the Parks and Recreation Commission could allocate monies for simple 
repairs and maintenance such as installing mirrors over sinks, soap dispensers, 
water source for drinking and a clean functioning bathroom.  Also discussed was the 
need for concession equipment. 

Discussion continued regarding repainting Weed Beach tennis court (all 6 courts 
need addressing),  replacing Cherry Lawn Tennis courts ( after many years of 
patching), dredging of Tilley Pond (small pond collects silt and dredging needed so 
that silt doesn’t flow into larger pond), Cherry Lawn Park gazebo reroofing and 
paved parking at Woodland Park.  Also mentioned was a public private project for a 
conversion of a tennis court to four pickleball courts. 

Current issues before the Parks and Recreation Commission are field maintenance 
(organic vs chemical pesticides).  Guidelines for Pollinator Pathway states no 
pesticides only organic products should be applied to fields surrounding garden.  
The Selectmen have agreed to not use pesticide products at Highland Farm.  It was 
mentioned that perhaps a pilot program could be installed to determine the merits 
of cost and safety of organic vs standard field care. 

The Committee then moved the discussion to the topic of the dog policy at Weed 
Beach.  Several committee members spoke up and asked if extending the hours from 
9:00 am to sunset or dawn to dusk could be considered over the winter months of 
December through March.  It was also mentioned that the signage at the beaches is 
confusing and that it should be stated clearly where and when dogs are allowed.  A 
committee member mentioned that many people who use the beach on warm 
winter days may not be comfortable with dogs approaching and noted that dogs are 
currently allowed at every other non-beach Darien town park. 

The meeting adjourned at 8:50p.m. with a motion from Patti Bumgardner seconded 
by Bill Van Loan. 

 

Respectfully submitted by Sue-Ellen Mitchell 


